
“A mobility mind-sets 

approach towards the 

future (and beyond 

the dominance of the 

private car).”
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Olli, Local Motors & IBM Watson (US)



Volvo Cars (S)
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mobility as a lifestyle

concept

human

footprint



• beyond A to B

• physical and psycho-

social wellbeing

• social identity

• relations with built 

environment

=> travel time is no longer 

wasted time

=> private car is no longer 

only channel to project 

personality & lifestyle

=> individual, social and 

contextual values/factors



objective

elements

3.1. layers of mobility decision 

making

perceptual

filter

value sets

and beliefs

personal

construct

decision

making

process



3.2. mobility lifestyles as reflection 

of individual, social and cultural 

norms

Lyft & Starbucks (US)



innovation

3.3. implications for policy and 

planning

wellbeing

Lyft & Starbucks (US)



Uberpool (US)

3.3.1. mobility as basic need



3.3.2. mobility driving social 

inclusion

Lift Hero Car Service (US)



Avis Sunday Rides (No)

3.3.3. mobility promoting 

wellbeing



3.3.4. mobility promoting health

Halfbike (BG)



mobility as an 

information concept

digital

footprint



4.1. new layers of information

Streetmuseum app (UK)



Veniam (P)

4.2. big data



Moovel (D)

4.3. virtual mobility



PeerSpot AR app (US)

4.4. virtual urban environments



4.5. collaboration to make it work

Car2Go (D)



4.5. meeting social need



mobility as a service 

concept

innovative

products



BlaBlaCar (F)

5.1. different modes of shared 

mobility



Late Late Show - Carpool Karaoke (US)



5.2. shared mobility vs. public 

transport and car ownership

Car2Go (D)



5.3. mobility as a service

Lyft (US)



Nissan LEAF (J)

5.4. electric mobility



EZ10 WePod (NL)

5.5. automated mobility



EZ10 WePod (NL)

5.6. public policy

Vélo’V Lyon (F)



EZ1

5.7. the future of mobility

Xkuty (E)



mobility as a reality 

concept

new activity

spaces



6.1. key features defining future

activity spaces

Keymoment by dr Matthias Laschke (D)



Anybots (US)

6.1.1. ICT will define future 

mobility



Microsoft Hololens (US)

6.1.2. new relationships between 

activities and locations



6.1.3. new concept of accessibility

Hello Fresh (EU)(US)



6.1.4. a new sense of place

WorkOnWheels by IDEO (US)



6.1.5. personalized and 

customized transport

Uber Safe (CAN)



6.2. two pillars defining new

activity spaces

Rhinspeed (CH)



6.2.1. physical mobility, traditional 

activity space and personal 

attributes

BMW Active Tourer (D)



6.2.2. virtual mobility, cultural 

aspects and ICT

Hyper Reality, film by Keiichi Matsuda & Fractal (Colombia)



6.3. social networks and mental 

maps

WeWork (US/EU)
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